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This program of research draws on previous work in many fields: our contribution lies in gathering the
pieces developed by others into one place and starting the process of integration. Previous work with
amorphous medium languages, described in [5] and [4] proposes the amorphous medium abstraction and
general strategies for controlling an amorphous medium; this paper describes a practical implementation.
Other work on languages in amorphous computing has shared the same general goals, but has been directed
more towards problems of morphogenesis and pattern formation than general computation. For example,
Coore’s work on topological patterns[9], and the work by Nagpal[17], Kondacs[15], and Werfel et al.[22] on
geometric shape formation. A notable exception is Butera’s work on paintable computing[8], which allows
general computation, but lacks an abstraction barrier separating an applications programmer from low-level
details of network operation.
An alternate approach to engineering self-organizing systems is rooted in gossip communication[11, 7, 1], a
technique we use as well. The abstractions deployed are less powerful, however, due to the more general
networking problems which are being solved. More distant are approaches based on alternate computational
paradigms such as chemical computation[3, 6] and membrane computation[19].
In sensor networks research, a number of other high-level programming abstractions have been proposed to
enable programming of large networks. For example, GHT[21] provides a hash table abstraction for storing
data in the network, and TinyDB[16] focuses on gathering information via query processing. Both of these
approaches, however, are data-centric rather than computation-centric, and do not provide guidance on how
to do distributed manipulation of data, once gathered. TinyOS[13] and the Hood abstraction[23] provide
useful general programming tools—indeed, our implementation of Proto on Motes uses TinyOS—but the
abstractions are less powerful and lead to bulkier and less reusable code. More similar is the Regiment[18] language, which uses a stream-processing abstraction to distribute computation across the network. Regiment,
however, is only distributed when the compiler finds optimization opportunities, and there are significant
challenges remaining in adapting its programming model to the sensor-network environment.
Finally, the structure of Proto as a dynamic network of streams is strongly influenced by Bachrach’s previous
work on Gooze[2], as are many of the compilation strategies used to compact Proto code for execution on
Motes. There is a long tradition of stream processing in programming languages. The closest and most recent
work is Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) [12] that is based on Haskell [14], which is a statically typed
programming language with lazy evaluation semantics. FRP has been demonstrated on robotics [20] and
graphics [12], and user interface design [10]. In these systems, less attention is spent on runtime space and
time efficiency, and the type system is firmly wedded to Haskell, with all of its strengths and weaknesses.
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